
Early Flight

5:00 AM

Cleaning crews finish cleaning the
airport concourse using ReadySpace.

5:30 AM

Carpets are clean, dry and ready for the
commuter rush.

First Bell

7:30 AM

School custodians finish cleaning the
hallways using ReadySpace.

8:00 AM

Carpets are clean, dry and ready to handle
900 pairs of sneakers.

Daily Conventions

6:30 PM

Hotel housekeeping finishes cleaning the main
convention hall using ReadySpace.

7:00 PM

Carpets are clean, dry and ready to meet
attendees rushing the registration table.

Beautifully Clean, Always Ready Carpet Spaces

ReadySpace technology targets soil within the carpet pile that vacuuming
doesn’t remove. Cleaning this dirt greatly improves carpet appearance
and luster. The results are exceptional:

Effective removal of dirt and debris
___

Superb carpet appearance with virtually no wick-back
___

Fresher, healthier environments. Odors and molds caused by excess water

are minimized
___

Longer carpet life span. ReadySpace technology will not damage carpets

(unlike bonneting)

With ReadySpace, faster drying periods and first-rate cleaning performance
make it easy to keep carpets clean and ready to use at all times.

Carpet-care experts have
enthusiastically endorsed ReadySpace
technology as a major breakthrough:

“ReadySpace is the fastest, most

efficient maintenance cleaning process

to hit the market in years. It’s a

guarantee for success in your

commercial building and for your

future as a true cleaning professional.”

—Jeff Bishop, ADMINISTRATOR, CLEAN CARE

SEMINARS, INC. AND ADVISOR TO TRADE

ASSOCIATIONS & CERTIFICATION ORGANIZATIONS

From Clean to Crowd in Minutes

Reopen the space sooner. Rapid dry times mean additional hours of carpet use.

Patented ReadySpace Technology

A Unique soil-transfer rollers are the basis for ReadySpace. When damp,
these fabric rollers grab dirt from carpet fibers and lift it into the machine.

B Inside, sprayers rinse soil from the rollers, not the carpet.

C Two powerful individual vacuum shoes transfer the dirty water into
the recovery tank.
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Genuine Tennant Parts

Get the most from ReadySpace technology:

Stock genuine Tennant parts and products.

Developed in conjunction with the

technology, ReadySpace products are the

key to achieving maximum cleaning

performance.

ReadySpace Rollers

These unique fabric rollers are the basis for

ReadySpace’s soil-transfer technology.

ReadySpace Pre-Treatment Chemical

Used in conjunction with ReadySpace,

this companion pre-treatment scores

exceptionally well in tests.

Seeing Is Believing

For a ReadySpace technology demonstration
or additional information, call 800.553.8033.

Tennant
P.O. Box 1452
Minneapolis, MN 55440-1452

800.553.8033 | 763.540.1200
In Quebec: 514.335.6061

www.tennantco.com
info@tennantco.com
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Turning Insights into Innovation for over 130 Years

Tennant is a world leader in designing and manufacturing products that help

create clean, safe and attractive environments for the people and places in our

customers’ care.

Committed to gaining a deeper understanding of the needs and requirements

of the companies we serve, this customer-centric approach has lead to dozens

of notable awards and honors, including:

“2009 Business Innovation Award,” European Business Awards (EBA)

“Top 100 Innovation,” R&D magazine

“Best New Technology,” International Custodial Advisors Network

“The Top 100 Most Trustworthy Companies,” Forbes magazine

“The Seven Wonders of Engineering,” Minnesota Society of Professional Engineers

“Top 100 Ethical Companies,” Business Ethics magazine

“High Traction Certification,” National Floor Safety Institute

“The Top 200 Small Businesses,” Forbes magazine

Headquartered in Minnesota, Tennant Company has direct sales and service

operations in Belgium, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, the United

Kingdom, Australia, Brazil, China and Japan. Tennant products are available

in more than 80 countries.

Leading the Industry

ReadySpace technology is a true advancement in carpet care. To
validate the technology’s performance, Tennant previewed ReadySpace
with leading carpet mills and the Professional Testing Laboratory in
Dalton, Georgia. Tests confirmed the performance of ReadySpace:

• Dry times under 30 minutes

• Effective cleaning power

• No damage to carpet

—Test Report #090533, JULY 2004




